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Echoes of the spoken past: how auditory
cortex hears context during speech
perception

Jeremy I. Skipper

Department of Cognitive, Perceptual and Brain Sciences, Institute for Multimodal Communication, University
College London, London, WC1H 0AP, UK

What do we hear when someone speaks and what does auditory cortex (AC)

do with that sound? Given how meaningful speech is, it might be hypo-

thesized that AC is most active when other people talk so that their

productions get decoded. Here, neuroimaging meta-analyses show the

opposite: AC is least active and sometimes deactivated when participants lis-

tened to meaningful speech compared to less meaningful sounds. Results

are explained by an active hypothesis-and-test mechanism where speech

production (SP) regions are neurally re-used to predict auditory objects

associated with available context. By this model, more AC activity for less

meaningful sounds occurs because predictions are less successful from con-

text, requiring further hypotheses be tested. This also explains the large

overlap of AC co-activity for less meaningful sounds with meta-analyses

of SP. An experiment showed a similar pattern of results for non-verbal con-

text. Specifically, words produced less activity in AC and SP regions when

preceded by co-speech gestures that visually described those words com-

pared to those words without gestures. Results collectively suggest that

what we ‘hear’ during real-world speech perception may come more from

the brain than our ears and that the function of AC is to confirm or deny

internal predictions about the identity of sounds.
1. Introduction

. . .whensoever any sound agitates the Brain, there flow immediately spirits towards
the Muscles of the Larynx, which duly dispose them to form a sound altogether
like that, which was just now striking the Brain. [1, pg. 9]

The hearing ear is always found close to the speaking tongue. [2, pg. 53]
(a) What do we hear and what does auditory cortex do with speech?
Language use is paramount to our social, emotional and even physical well-

being [3]. It underpins most of our cognitive processes, including learning,

reasoning, problem solving and decision-making. Understanding the organiz-

ation of language and the brain, therefore, is critical for understanding the

mechanisms that support these processes and for fixing them when disorders

occur. A reasonable place to start, at least for spoken language, would seem

to be with audition and the role of auditory cortex (AC) in hearing speech.

What do we hear when we listen to someone speak? What does AC do with

that speech? These might seem like antiquated questions with obvious answers

like ‘we hear sounds’ and ‘AC does something relatively low-level, like extract

acoustic features’. The feeling that we hear speech sounds coming from our ears

seems to follow unambiguously from our phenomenological experience. That

AC extracts acoustic features follows from the location of primary AC in the

transverse temporal gyri (TTG), the first stop in the cortex in an assumed
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processing hierarchy starting from the outside world of

moving air molecules and ending with language comprehen-

sion in ‘higher’ cortical region(s).

This characterization of the location of primary AC at the

beginning of a processing hierarchy, however, is not consist-

ent with its functional properties or connectivity. Action

potentials arrive in primary AC from the medial geniculate

nucleus of the thalamus roughly three to five synapses after

being fired in the cochlear nerve. This means they have

been through more elaborate processing than those arriving

in primary visual cortex [4]. Indeed, all of the proposed fea-

tures that have been claimed to be extracted by primary AC

have also been shown to be extracted subcortically [5,6].

Rather, primary AC seems to do something more complex,

perhaps processing ‘auditory objects’ [7,8]. Evidence includes

data that primary AC neurons have many different multisen-

sory response properties, variable temporal windows of

integration that are typically longer than isolated features,

respond to combinations of sounds in the same way as to

a single aspect of that combination and do not represent

acoustic features faithfully [4,9–12]. Finally, the feedback

connectivity that exists at all levels of AC [6] is also inconsist-

ent with primary AC simply being the start of a processing

hierarchy. By some estimates, only 30% of the neurons pro-

jecting to primary AC are part of ascending inputs from

subcortical structures, whereas 70% are from other cortical

regions and at least 20% of those come from non-auditory

regions [13–15].

There may be a relationship between the characterization

of primary AC as an auditory object processor and that it has

more feedback than feed-forward connectivity. That is, pro-

cessing auditory objects seems to require prior knowledge

(consider, for example, the inability to distinguish phonemes

or words in speech spoken in a language never before heard).

The feedback connections to AC may correspond to a path-

way by which this knowledge can inform processing.

A model is described in the next section in which those feed-

back connections are proposed to carry a type of knowledge:

predictions about the auditory consequences of producing

speech. Those predictions are said to be unconscious tests

of hypotheses about what auditory objects should be heard

and the information arriving in AC as evidence required to

confirm or deny those hypotheses. If true, this model implies,

as shall be seen, that what we hear when someone speaks is

not ‘sound’ and that AC does not extract acoustic features nor

is it the beginning of a processing hierarchy per se.
(b) A model of the natural organization of language
and the brain

(i) Overview
A model of the natural organization of language and the brain

(henceforth, the natural organization of language and the brain

(NOLB) model) is described in this section to ultimately make

sense of claims about what we hear and what AC does (see

[16,17] for further detail and supporting references, and see

[18–21] for other neurobiological models of language incor-

porating prediction). This model was originally proposed to

account for the ‘lack of invariance’ problem, referring to the

lack of one-to-one mapping between the acoustic patterns of

speech and what we hear [17]. Variance includes many-to-

one mappings in which different acoustic patterns give rise
to the perception of the same sound and one-to-many map-

pings where one acoustic pattern gives rise to different

percepts. In the history of the study of speech perception, no

acoustic features have been found that invariably specify any

given acoustic pattern as a particular hypothetical speech cat-

egory (like a phoneme) [22]. We suggested that this non-

deterministic mapping problem can be solved by considering

language from a natural, ecological or real-world perspective

and positing that speech perception is an active process that

uses information uniquely available in those settings to achieve

perceptual constancy.

In particular, during natural language use there is an

abundance of contextual information available to listeners that

is not present in the experimental preparations typically used

to study speech. Context can be defined as any information

surrounding (though likely mostly preceding) a focal sound pat-

tern that could play a role in determining its meaning. Such

information can serve as context along a time-varying

continuum, from external to internal to the listener. External

context is multimodal and encompasses the physical situation

of language use, for example, audible verbal and observable

non-verbal information like speech-associated mouth move-

ments, co-speech gestures and body posture. For external

context to be used in determining the meaning of sound pat-

terns, it must be associated with internal knowledge

established through learned experience. Such knowledge can

then serve as context itself as when, for example, ‘hear’,

‘happy’ and ‘cat’ ultimately serve as internal context for

‘purring’ in ‘Can you hear the happy cat. . .’.

We proposed that listeners can use context in an active and

predictive way because of the timing of and learned probabil-

istic associations between various types of context and

accompanying auditory objects. For example, observed

speech-associated mouth movements and co-speech gestures

occur before the sounds that accompany those movements.

Because of learned associations between the observed

movements and the auditory objects that follow, mouth move-

ments can activate phonemes whereas gestures can activate

the words associated with those movements in advance of

their occurrence. These pre-activated associated auditory

objects then serve as hypotheses in a process of ‘unconscious

inference’ [23] where an hypothesis is ‘tested’ by comparing

it to the acoustic patterns arriving soon after from the ears.

A predicted object can be confirmed or denied even though

the acoustic patterns themselves lack invariance. That is, by

analogy with the scientific method, hypotheses put constraints

on how data are interpreted despite that information being

inevitably impoverished (e.g. incomplete, noisy or variant).
(ii) Neurobiological specification
The NOLB model has a set of organizing neurobiological

principles (see [16] for more details). First, the NOLB

comprises many distributed and simultaneously active net-

works. Each network is composed of a set of regions or

nodes operating in synchrony and organized around avail-

able context and not traditional linguistic units of analysis

like phonemes, syllables or words per se (though those

could be context). Individual networks are dynamic and

self-organizing because the context available during natural

language use is ever changing. Each network can be partially

or fully ‘reinstated’ by activation of any one of its nodes

through spreading activation. For example, an observed

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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iconic ‘flapping’ co-speech gesture might comprise a network

(formed through Hebbian-like associative processes [24]) that

includes distributed nodes involved in the representation of

observed hand and arm movements (e.g. parietal and pre-

motor cortex for ‘mirroring’ those movements), semantic

features (e.g. inferior temporal visual object representations

of birds) and auditory objects associated with those features

(e.g. AC representations of the word ‘bird’). Which of these

nodes is reinstated is said to be a function of the informative-

ness of the context, observers’ experience with such context

(in this case with gestures and birds) and what other context

is available and the networks associated with those other

forms of context. The latter can occur because networks

share nodes allowing all active networks to cooperate (and

compete). To illustrate, imagine someone saying ‘Is it an air-

plane or a. . .’ where ‘bird’ nodes are minimally activated in

association with ‘airplane’. If that person also produces the

‘flapping’ gesture, ‘bird’ nodes will become even more

active through shared nodes between networks. That is,

these networks cooperated to weight the ‘bird’ nodes more

strongly, increasing the synchrony of that network.

The focus of this manuscript is on the principles associated

with the NOLB model that pick up where the above descrip-

tion leaves off. That is, each network is said to implement

the active mechanism described in general terms in the prior

section with the resulting behavioural consequence being

perceptual constancy and, as we shall see, the associated neu-

robiological consequences being an increase in processing

speed and metabolic savings. Specifically, this active mechan-

ism is implemented through the ‘neural reuse’ [25] of brain

regions supporting speech production (SP). This is because

SP regions can already (i) translate between desired auditory

objects and the steps needed to produce associated sounds

and (ii) monitor vocalizations by a feedback mechanism in

which the sensory consequences of the produced movements

are compared with auditory input. Such monitoring is likely

necessary for vocal learning and rapid vocal adjustment to

real-time perturbations [26]. When auditory objects associated

with different contexts are specified as a SP plan, they can re-

use this monitoring mechanism to provide a constraint on the

interpretation of the (non-deterministic) acoustic patterns

arriving in AC. The processing steps and associated AC and

SP regions supporting this active process are described next

and visualized in figure 1. These steps are intended to be a

simplification of the more continuous network-based and

less stage like processes likely implemented in the brain. As

a simplification, some ‘core’ regions supporting SP, like the

anterior insula, supplementary motor area (SMA), basal

ganglia and cerebellum [27,28], are not explicitly considered

until the discussion (§4b(i))

Hypothesis formation (figure 1b 1! 3). An auditory object

serves as an hypothesis (picking up on the prior example,

‘bird’ now has the highest level of synchrony and serves as

the hypothesis). These auditory objects likely correspond to

activity in posterior superior temporal (PST) regions defined

in figure 1a. The hypothesized auditory object is mapped

onto the motor goal that would be associated with producing

(speaking) that object (perhaps mediated by inferior parietal

cortices). This is sometimes called an ‘inverse model’ and

may involve arcuate fasciculus fibre track connections to the

pars opercularis and nearby regions. This motor goal is

then mapped to a specific motor ‘plan’ that could be used

to reach that goal. This likely involves premotor and primary
motor cortices given the somewhat somatotopic repre-

sentation of the articulators in these regions [29,30]. These

SP-related processes collectively correspond to activity in

posterior ventral frontal (PVF) regions as defined in figure 1a.

Hypothesis testing (figure 1b 3! A). Next, the prediction

of the auditory object associated with executing those

motor plans is engaged through feedback. This shapes pro-

cessing and increases sensitivity to acoustic patterns

associated with the predicted auditory object [31,32]. This is

sometimes called an ‘efference copy’ or a predictive or ‘for-

ward model’ and originates in PVF regions and may follow

the same fibre bundle that the hypothesis took to reach fron-

tal cortex back to PST regions. Then the predicted auditory

object in PST regions (/b/ in the ‘bird’ example) is subtracted

from the actual AC input pattern (‘b’) resulting in an error

signal. If the error signal is greater than zero, it implies that

something in the input still needs to be explained and a

revised or new hypothesis is tested. Forward and backward

propagation continues between PST and PVF regions until

the error signal is suppressed.

Metabolic savings. The achievement of perceptual con-

stancy through this active mechanism has the further

neurobiological consequences of altering processing times

and use of metabolic resources. Specifically, the stronger the

hypothesis and associated prediction, the earlier that predic-

tion can be confirmed (i.e. the earlier the prediction error is

around zero). This has the functional effect of speeding up

processing and perception given that, e.g. words can be

identified earlier than by a purely feed-forward mechanism.

In addition, the stronger the hypothesis and prediction and

earlier that prediction can be confirmed, the more free

cycles become available (i.e. there is no further forward and

backward propagation in the SP network). These free cycles

amount to conversed metabolic resources that can be used

for other purposes.
(iii) Evidence from speech-associated mouth movements
Much of the evidence for the active processing mechanism

associated with the NOLB model originally came from

studies of speech-associated mouth movements. These are a

visible form of context that listeners use to improve speech

perception, equivalent to removing up to 20 dB of noise

from the auditory signal [33]. Mouth movements occur 100

and 300 ms before the onset of the auditory information

they accompany [34] and, therefore, can be used to form

hypotheses to predict associated sounds. Using functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we showed that

observed speech-associated mouth movements activate corti-

cal regions supporting SP, the same regions that were active

when participants produced the observed mouth movements

[35,36]. We also showed that activity in PVF overlapping with

SP regions corresponded to an hypothesis about the identity

of the mouth movements and not a veridical representation

of those movements [36,37]. Feedback from this motor

hypothesis to PST regions supporting audition ultimately

determined what listeners heard [36]. We argued, therefore,

that the predictive ability of the motor system is used

during audiovisual speech perception to lend weight to a

particular interpretation of forthcoming acoustic patterns

[17,35,36]. This predictive account is supported by other

fMRI [38,39] and transcranial magnetic stimulation [40]

studies and methods with better temporal resolution [41].

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 1. Regions supporting and visualization of the active hypothesis-and-test mechanism associated with the NOLB model (see §1b for details). (a) Posterior
superior temporal (PST) regions (black letters) include the transverse temporal gyrus/sulcus (TTG), posterior aspect of the lateral fissure (LF), planum temporale (PT)
and superior temporal gyrus (STG). Though the entire STG is drawn for reference, PST regions include only cortex posterior to the blue line drawn at the anterior
aspect of the TTG. Posterior ventral frontal (PVF) regions (red letters) include the pars opercularis (POP) of the inferior frontal gyrus, ventral aspects of the precentral
sulcus (VPS), precentral gyrus (VPG) and central sulcus (VCS) and the subcentral gyrus and sulcus (SG). (b) Visualization of hypothesis-and-test processing steps
associated with these regions. Hypotheses are formed and tested through bidirectional network interactions between PST and PVF regions. Specifically, context is
used to generate hypotheses about associated auditory objects in PST regions (1), an hypothesis is specified as a motor goal and mapped onto motor plans to
produce (speak) that goal in PVF regions (1! 2! 3), the auditory object associated with those plans is activated through feedback (3! 1) and compared
with acoustic patterns arriving in the TTG (1! A, represented by the ‘comparator’). A difference results in an error signal, and 1 – 3 and A are repeated until the
error signal is suppressed. A strong prediction might result in a small error signal and only one cycle through the hypothesis formation and testing network (dashed
lines). A weaker prediction might require multiple hypothesis-and-test cycles and more metabolic expenditure (dashed and solid lines).
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Furthermore, it has also been shown that speech-associated

mouth movements speed up and reduce the amplitude of

electrical brain signals elicited by audiovisual speech

[42,43], suggesting that prediction leads to metabolic savings.
(c) Summary and natural organization of language and
the brain model predictions

To summarize, AC is characterized here as an auditory object

processor with an abundance of feedback connectivity. It is

proposed that these connections carry predictions about the

nature of acoustic patterns arriving in AC. In particular, we

proposed that the host of multimodal forms of context that

accompany natural language are used by the brain to generate

hypotheses about what auditory objects should be heard.

These hypotheses are tested in a predictive way by neurally

reusing an existing feedback circuit between PVF and PST
regions. Predictions shape and constrain the processing done

in PST regions so that perceptual constancy can be achieved.

Three predictions deriving from this, the NOLB model,

pertaining to what we hear and what AC does with speech

were tested here (note that, for clarity, ‘predictions’ and

‘hypotheses’ are henceforth italicized when referring to

actual scientific tests). These predictions were tested with

two sets of neuroimaging meta-analyses (§2) and a neuroima-

ging experiment (§3). They are (i) PST regions will be less
active following meaningful linguistic compared with less

meaningful stimuli and tasks (§2b), (ii) PST regions will be

more active and form a stronger network with PVF regions

also involved in SP following less meaningful stimuli and

tasks (§2c) and (iii) a similar pattern of less PST and PVF

region activity will occur for words following meaningful

non-verbal context compared with the absence of that context

(§3). The rationale behind these predictions are explained in

detail in each corresponding section below.

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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A confirmation of the predictions would lead to quite differ-

ent answers to the questions of what we hear and what AC does

with speech that were asked at the start of the introduction. It

would suggest that we do not hear ‘sounds’ but, rather, a mix-

ture of externally generated sound patterns and internally

generated auditory objects that derive from our own past experi-

ence of producing speech. That mix would vary as a function of

the strength of the hypotheses that the brain formulates. When

hypotheses and associated predictions are strong, what we

hear would be almost entirely internally generated. This further

suggests that what AC does, rather than extract acoustic features

per se, is to confirm or deny hypotheses about what acoustic pat-

terns will be heard and would often be, therefore, the end rather

than the beginning of a processing hierarchy for actively using

prior knowledge to constrain AC processing.
Soc.B
369:20130297
2. Meta-analyses
The first set of neuroimaging meta-analyses (§2b) test prediction
(i) that meaningful linguistic stimuli and tasks will elicit less

PST activity than less meaningful stimuli and tasks (e.g.

words , matched pseudo-words). This is because more mean-

ingful linguistic content is better learned and, because of this,

contains more preceding information, e.g. phonemes, syllables

or letters within words and other words in sentences, which

can serve as context for forthcoming content. For example,

when participants hear ‘trom. . .’, ‘bone’ would be more pre-

dictable than ‘tron’ in the non-word equivalent ‘bometron’.

Thus, predictions about forthcoming acoustic patterns will be

more accurate from meaningful linguistic content, resulting in

less processing demands and a conservation of metabolic

resources in PST regions.

The second set of meta-analyses (§2c) test the related predic-
tion (ii) that PST will be tightly coupled with PVF regions also

involved in SP, particularly for less compared with more

meaningful linguistic stimuli and tasks. This is because less

meaningful content has less information that can serve as con-

text and, therefore, predictions about forthcoming acoustic

patterns will be less accurate. The result is a larger error

signal and more hypotheses formation and testing until the

error signal is suppressed. This should involve greater activity

in PST regions and a co-active network that includes PVF

regions also involved in SP because of the proposed reciprocal

role of these regions in the hypothesis-and-test mechanism.

Conversely, meaningful linguistic content should result in

less PST and PVF–SP region activity because of the availability

and use of relatively more meaningful context, leading to

smaller error signals and, therefore, less forward and

backward propagation between PST and PVF regions.

(a) General methods
Predictions (i) and (ii) were tested by searching the BrainMap

database using sets of metadata criteria common to all

(e.g. participant information) and specific to each hypothesis

(e.g. stimulus modalities, experimental paradigms, cognitive

domains and brain regions). The database queries returned

x/y/z stereotaxic coordinate space ‘locations’, i.e. centres of

mass or peaks of functional brain activity reported in neuro-

imaging papers corresponding to each set of metadata criteria

(http://brainmap. org/) [44–46]. At the time of analyses

(ending February, 2014), the database contained 2390

papers, 46 366 participants and 91 039 locations. Common
metadata search criteria were used to exclude deactivations

(i.e. activity below baseline) and participants who were diag-

nosed with a disease or disorder, left handed and younger

than age 18. Electronic supplementary material, §2a–d con-

tains the exact search criteria used for the common and

more specific searches associated with each meta-analysis.

Electronic supplementary material, table S1 contains an

exact breakdown of the search result by the number of

papers, participants, experiments, conditions and locations.

Locations originally published in the Talairach coordinate

space were converted to Montreal Neurological Institute

(MNI) space [47,48]. Then activation likelihood estimation

(ALE) meta-analyses were done by modelling each MNI

location as a three-dimensional probability distribution and

quantitatively assessing their convergence across exper-

iments. Significance was assessed by permutation analysis

of above-chance clustering between experiments [28,49–51].

Contrasts or conjunctions between ALE meta-analyses were

done using 10 000 permutations to derive p-values [50]. All

resulting ALE maps were false discovery rate (FDR) corrected

for multiple comparisons to p , 0.05 and further protected by

using a minimum cluster size of 160 mm3 (20 voxels). These

maps are displayed on inflated surface representations of an

MNI-aligned template brain so that activity in sulci and on

gyri can be easily visualized. PST and PVF regions proposed

to support the active mechanism associated with the NOLB

model are drawn on this brain (see figure 1 and the electronic

supplementary material, §1 for details pertaining to surface

inflation and parcellation into regions).

(b) Auditory cortex
‘AC’ meta-analyses test prediction (i) that PST activity will

decrease as stimuli and tasks become more meaningful.

This is because more meaningful stimuli and tasks have

more predictable content because they are more well learned.

Meaningfulness is defined as relative to the comparisons

being made. For example, ‘phonology’ is more meaningful

when compared with ‘tones’ but less meaningful when

compared with ‘semantics’.

(i) Analysis 1: transverse temporal gyrus
It is predicted that, when activity is reported directly in the

TTG, it will be reported more in papers not in the more mean-

ingful behavioural domain of language compared with some

other (less meaningful) domain.

Methods. BrainMap was searched using the common

search criteria and the further criterion that reported statisti-

cal contrasts (‘experiments’) have a location in the TTG. Each

experiment with a TTG location was classified as to whether

associated stimuli were audible or not and experiments were

labelled with the behavioural domain of language or not.

A follow-up analysis was done by classifying stimuli as con-

taining meaningful semantic linguistic information or not

(e.g. words versus pseudo-words). This is an alternative to

the behavioural domain of language classification to account

for the possibility that stimuli and tasks used in language

studies may not generally be semantically meaningful.

Count data were analysed with x2 statistical tests.

Results. The TTG search returned 164 experiments. Of

those, 24 (14.6%) used auditory stimuli and were classified

with the behavioural domain of language, 55 (33.5%) audi-

tory and non-language, 24 (14.6%) non-auditory and

http://brainmap. org/
http://brainmap. org/
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language and 61 (37.2%) non-auditory and non-language.

Though the TTG is similarly activated by auditory and non-

auditory stimuli (48% versus 52%), it is significantly more

activated in studies labelled with a behavioural domain

other than language compared with those labelled as

language (71% versus 29%, x2 ¼ 28.20, d.f. ¼ 1, p-value ,

0.0000001). The follow-up analysis showed similar results

with 108 (66%) of contrasts not using and 56 (34%) using

meaningful linguistic stimuli (x2 ¼ 16.49, d.f. ¼ 1, p-value ,

0.00005).
 g
Phil.Trans.R.Soc.B

369:20130297
(ii) Analysis 2: passive listening
Analysis 1 is limited because the TTG may be active despite

the fact that locations are not explicitly reported there. For

example, a reported peak location might be near but not in

the TTG though the (unreported) centre of mass is in it.

Thus, when the peak is given a three-dimensional probability

distribution as part of the ALE analysis, the TTG activity

would manifest if it converges across experiments. In this sec-

tion, therefore, the location constraint is removed. It is

predicted that passive listening to words will engage the PST

regions (including the TTG) less than less meaningful non-

words. Passive listening was chosen because it is a natural

task that uses a relatively homogeneous set of stimuli that

should engage AC and does not explicitly involve differential

task demands. It was also predicted that PST regions form an

interconnected network (perhaps including PVF regions)

during passive listening and that this network would be

less correlated with words than less meaningful stimuli.

Methods. The database was searched for locations

contributed by the common criteria and studies in which par-

ticipants passively listened to words or auditory non-words

(either clicks, noise, pseudo-words, reversed speech, syllables

or tones). Music and environmental sounds were excluded

from the latter search because they explicitly contain mean-

ingful content. ALE meta-analyses were done with the

passive listening to word and non-word location results

and then directly statistically contrasted.

A network analysis was done by re-examining a previous

analysis conducted by Laird et al. [52] of all of the neuroima-

ging data in the BrainMap database (data are available for

download at http://brainmap.org/). Specifically, Laird et al.
[52] used independent components analysis to blindly de-

compose 8637 experiment images from 31 724 participants

and 69 481 activation locations into spatially co-occurring intrin-

sic connectivity network maps. The functional specializations of

each of the resulting maps were quantified by examining the

per-experiment contributions of BrainMap metadata to each

component. Here, networks were located that had a moderate

or stronger correlation (i.e. r . 0.30) with the paradigm class

of passive listening. The resulting map(s) were examined to

determine where activity was located and what ‘stimulus

type’ metadata correlated most with those maps.

Results. The contrast of passive listening to words and

non-words shows that words result in less and non-words

in more activity in PST and PVF regions (figure 2a, yellow

and blue, and tables 1a and 2a).

For the network analysis, only one intrinsic connectivity

network map had a moderate or stronger correlation with

passive listening (component 16 of 20, r ¼ 0.84, see [52]). At

z � 3 and a cluster size of 20, most activity in this network

was in two large clusters whose centres of mass were in
PST regions (both within 8 mm of the TTG, figure 2a (white

outline), table 2b). The next two largest clusters were in the

cerebellum and PVF regions. The three stimulus types driv-

ing this network most strongly were ‘non-vocal sounds’,

‘non-verbal vocal sounds’ and ‘noise’. ‘Words’ were as corre-

lated with the network as much as ‘none’, i.e. no stimulus

presentation (see table 2b for correlation values). The difference
in correlation between ‘non-vocal sounds’ and ‘words’ is

r ¼ 0.66. By all statistical tests comparing two overlapping

correlations based on dependent groups of this size, even

when estimating a high correlation between groups, this

difference is highly significant (see, e.g. library(cocor) [53]

in R, http://www.r-project.org/).
(iii) Analysis 3: speech, phonology, syntax and semantics
Perhaps the passive listening results from analyses 1 and 2 are

somehow contingent on the criterion that there be no explicit

task (e.g. maybe participants pay more attention to non-

words). Therefore, further meta-analyses were done in which

participants often performed explicit (e.g. meta-linguistic judge-

ment) tasks that engage attention to stimuli. These task-based

studies typically have a matching effort/attention control,

theoretically removing this effect from the data during analysis.

It was hypothesized that PST regions would, nonetheless, still be

less activated in studies described as being in the behavioural

domain of syntax or semantics compared with less meaningful

speech or phonology, independent of modalities of stimulus

presentation or tasks.

Methods. The database was searched for locations contribu-

ted by the common criteria and studies in the behavioural

domain of speech, phonology, syntax or semantics, but that

excluded overt oral/facial responses (because of hypotheses
pertaining to SP regions in §2c). ALE meta-analyses were

done for each of these behavioural domains. Then, in separate

contrasts, the syntax or semantics were directly statistically

contrasted with the speech or phonology meta-analyses.

Results. The contrast of results from experiments in the be-

havioural domain of syntax or semantics when compared with

speech or phonology shows that syntax and semantics result in

less and speech and phonology more activity in PST and PVF

regions (figure 2a (red and blue), and tables 1b and 2a).
(c) Speech production
The first set of meta-analyses confirm prediction (i) that PST

regions are less robustly activated by more compared with

less meaningful stimuli and tasks. In this section, two fur-

ther predictions are tested that correspond to the proposal

that the active hypothesis-and-test mechanism associated

with the NOLB model re-uses SP regions and that it does

so more for less meaningful stimuli and tasks. In particular,

the first hypothesis is that the TTG will form a robust func-

tional network with PST and PVF regions that will

themselves be involved in SP. The second hypothesis is that

less meaningful stimuli and tasks will overlap more with

PVF and other regions involved in SP than more meaningful

linguistic stimuli and tasks. These hypotheses were tested with

meta-analyses of both overt and covert SP. Overt SP was used

because it is fairly natural, participants cannot hear them-

selves well if at all during fMRI and AC is likely active

independent of auditory or bone conduction feedback

during production, as demonstrated in studies of covert SP

http://brainmap.org/
http://brainmap.org/
http://www.r-project.org/
http://www.r-project.org/
http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 2. Neuroimaging meta-analyses results. (a) Less meaningful . meaningful stimuli and tasks: passive listening to non-words . words (yellow), exper-
iments in the behavioural domains of language and speech or phonology . syntax or semantics (red) and their overlap (blue). White outline is the intrinsic
connectivity network correlated with passive listening and less meaningful stimuli, thresholded at z � 10 to show the PST distribution of activity. (b)
Meaningful . less meaningful stimuli and tasks: the converse of (a), i.e. passive listening to words . non-words and syntax or semantics . speech or phonology
(red). White outline is frontal activity for passive listening to words and experiments in the behavioural domains of syntax and semantics prior to contrast analyses.
Blue outline is deactivation for auditory presentation of words and experiments in the behavioural domain of syntax and semantics. Filled in blue outline is sig-
nificantly greater for the latter compared with auditory presentation of non-words, speech and phonology. (c) Transverse temporal gyrus (TTG) co-activation network
(red), SP (yellow) and their overlap (blue). White outline is covert SP. Black outlines are PST and ventral frontal (PVF) regions as defined in figure 1a. All p’s � 0.05
FDR corrected for multiple comparisons with a cluster size of 160 mm3 (20 voxels).
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[54,55]. Nonetheless, analyses were also done with covert SP

to determine overlap in the clear absence of such feedback.
(i) Methods
To determine which regions reliably co-activated with the TTG

and overlapped with SP, BrainMap was searched using the

common search criteria and the three further criteria. First, the
TTG search (§2b(i)) was repeated with the added criteria that

studies involving SP were excluded. The other two search criteria

were for overt SP and covert SP. The new TTG search results were

used as the basis of a co-activation ALE meta-analysis, a determi-

nation of which regions reliably co-activate with the TTG [50].

The resulting TTG network was conjoined with the results of

the overt SP and covert SP meta-analyses to determine the

extent of overlap with each. Similarly, the combined contrasts

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 1. Meta-analyses of activity by region. (Volume of activation in grey matter per region in mm3. Grey and red outlines correspond the PST and PVF
regions in figure 1a, where region abbreviations are defined. LH and RH are left and right hemispheres, respectively. Online version in colour.)

(a) non-word
sounds > words

(b) speech/phonology
> syntax/semantics

(c) TTG co-activity
network (d) SP (e) Covert SP

region LH RH LH RH LH RH LH RH LH RH

temporal lobe

TTG 363 185 346 484 1025 1195 1019 1235 35 40

PT 394 89 1010 622 911 1314 828 1115 995 134

LF 559 0 231 231 969 516 937 595 190 0

STG 159 0 1204 1000 2853 2884 2485 2618 1808 679

planum polare 73 0 0 193 271 157 185 203 69 146

superior temporal

sulcus

205 130 92 1414 1870 2121 1568 1471 5575 1369

middle temporal gyrus 0 0 334 665 377 289 431 51 2139 318

inferior temporal gyrus 0 0 725 554 61 0 507 231 1821 711

inferior temporal sulcus 0 0 36 466 5 0 105 0 1195 490

temporal pole 96 0 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

frontal lobe

POP 0 331 1337 1285 1748 1655 2824 1896 3445 1991

VPS 0 65 945 1209 1079 984 1026 1113 1575 1171

VPG 491 617 771 911 1257 669 2102 1907 1869 1419

VCS 159 80 403 0 745 254 862 744 442 135

SG 260 50 368 112 2130 1418 2005 1711 389 6

dorsal precentral sulcus 0 0 459 0 827 197 198 155 657 30

dorsal precentral gyrus 0 0 446 0 594 0 68 8 446 4

dorsal central sulcus 0 34 15 0 63 0 0 0 15 0

postcentral gyrus 76 328 406 8 740 181 821 659 751 38

postcentral sulcus 3 0 131 23 646 149 407 281 767 7

pars orbitalis 0 0 16 154 425 301 320 163 743 472

pars triangularis 0 0 412 158 905 160 903 198 3014 708

inferior frontal sulcus 0 0 1317 621 555 338 1126 0 2824 603

middle frontal gyrus 0 0 1310 649 452 824 112 29 1562 495

middle frontal sulcus 0 0 120 295 244 267 0 0 0 0

superior frontal gyrus 0 0 3495 1559 2510 1619 2819 1531 4236 1688

superior frontal sulcus 0 0 5 0 94 16 58 34 363 41

parietal lobe

supramarginal gyrus 1242 428 1020 748 2113 1934 1548 1058 1590 215

angular gyrus 0 144 645 511 178 585 14 108 1853 856

intermediate sulcus of

jensen

0 0 316 312 126 243 10 0 632 111

intraparietal sulcus 0 8 1059 177 1190 726 376 109 2414 1274

parieto-occipital sulcus 0 0 0 0 64 1 0 0 107 1

superior parietal lobule 0 11 583 26 29 0 15 75 1598 339

insula

long gyrus and central

sulcus

43 14 43 0 726 695 119 218 7 0

short gyrus 1 39 1139 994 1868 1231 1753 1192 1294 1291

anterior circular sulcus 0 0 172 510 372 483 299 139 581 518

(Continued.)
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Table 1. (Continued.)

(a) non-word
sounds > words

(b) speech/phonology
> syntax/semantics

(c) TTG co-activity
network (d) SP (e) Covert SP

region LH RH LH RH LH RH LH RH LH RH

inferior circular sulcus 43 422 35 122 935 726 411 462 4 9

superior circular sulcus 1 213 402 160 1714 834 1860 970 1190 693

subcortical

caudate 0 0 394 529 570 559 513 380 354 0

putamen 0 0 2671 7 2459 2383 2979 3143 2561 643

cerebellum 2739 0 1040 5529 4634 5267 7055 8996 2607 5462

Table 2. Meta-analyses of activity by cluster. (Ten largest clusters only. Region abbreviations defined in figure 1a. MNI coordinates are centres of mass. First
region is always the location at the centre and the other regions are part of the cluster. With the exception of the ‘anterior insula’, ‘anterior’ and ‘posterior’ are
relative to the TTG (see figure 1a (blue line)).)

voxels
(mm3)

MNI

meta-analyses regions x y z

(a) less meaningful stimuli and tasks

left fusiform and cerebellum 27 608 236 271 219

a combination of the following

contrasts:

right POP and VPG, VPS, VCS 22 040 47 13 17

passive listening to

non-words . words

left PT and TTG, posterior STG, LF 18 992 256 231 13

behavioural domain of

language:

left VPG and POP, VPS, VCS 17 880 246 0 42

speech . syntax left superior frontal gyrus (SMA) 17 648 22 16 54

speech . semantics right fusiform and cerebellum 16 848 39 266 223

phonology . syntax right posterior STG and TTG, PT, LF 16 736 55 229 3

phonology . semantics left anterior insula, SG, putamen 14 432 234 9 3

left superior parietal lobule 6672 233 263 50

right thalamus, caudate 4944 2 22 5

(b) passive listening network

correlation of stimuli with this

network:

left posterior STG and TTG, PT, LF, PP, middle

temporal gyrus

64 584 253 224 2

non-vocal sounds, r ¼ 0.91 right posterior STG and TTG, PT, LF, PP, middle

temporal gyrus

62 752 55 221 0

non-verbal vocal sounds,

r ¼ 0.77

right cerebellum 1360 10 269 234

noise, r ¼ 0.52 right VPG and VPS, VCS 1280 47 28 47

music, r ¼ 0.49 left superior parietal lobule 1152 214 261 62

tones, r ¼ 0.38 right superior parietal lobule 872 14 262 62

pseudo-words, r ¼ 0.27 left VPG and VCS 528 248 213 45

none, r ¼ 0.26 right paracentral lobule 496 9 242 59

words, r ¼ 0.25 right middle frontal gyrus 280 31 22 63

syllables, r ¼ 0.25 left middle frontal gyrus 248 225 27 64

false fonts, r ¼ 0.22

(Continued.)
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Table 2. (Continued.)

voxels
(mm3)

MNI

meta-analyses regions x y z

(c) more meaningful stimuli and tasks

left PP and anterior STG, temporal pole, pars

triangularis, pars orbitalis

25 480 250 16 210

a combination of the following

contrasts:

left posterior middle temporal gyrus 18 592 246 247 -7

passive listening to

words . non-words

right anterior middle temporal gyrus and

anterior STG, temporal pole, pars

orbitalis

11 328 57 6 -16

behavioural domain of

language:

right angular gyrus and posterior middle

temporal gyrus

3104 56 262 17

syntax . speech left anterior superior frontal gyrus 2528 26 53 34

syntax . phonology left thalamus 1936 27 25 6

semantics . speech right cerebellum and fusiform 1864 34 247 229

semantics . phonology right pars triangularis 1672 51 28 17

left occipital pole 1248 26 295 210

left putamen 1072 221 8 6

(d) TTG co-activity network overlap with covert SP

left anterior insula and POP, VPS, VPG, VCS,

SG, thalamus, putamen, TTG, STG, PT,

LF

51 328 244 22 15

bilateral superior frontal gyrus (SMA) 17 952 0 10 52

left anterior insula and POP, putamen 12 224 39 17 2

right posterior STG and TTG, PT, LF 7936 58 235 5

right VPG and POP, VPS, VCS 6032 50 3 38

left superior and inferior parietal lobule 4696 237 250 49

right cerebellum 3784 29 263 233

left fusiform and cerebellum 3496 239 266 227

right superior parietal lobule 1528 36 255 49

left superior parietal lobule 1240 222 270 44
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from §2b(ii) to (iii) were conjoined with the overt SP and covert SP

meta-analyses to determine their overlap.
(ii) Results
The TTG co-activation network meta-analysis highly over-

lapped with activation associated with both overt and covert

SP meta-analyses with the largest overlap in PST and PVF

regions (figure 2c (blue and white outline); tables 1c–e, 2d
and 3). Similarly, less meaningful contrasts from §2b(ii) to

(iii) showed more overlap with both overt and covert SP

than more meaningful contrasts with, again, the largest over-

lap being in PST and PVF regions (compare activation

patterns in figure 2a–c and table 3). Though more meaningful

stimuli and tasks produced less or no overlap with SP regions,

this pattern should not be taken to imply that these regions are

inactive for more meaningful contrasts. This is evident upon

examination of activity patterns in frontal cortex prior to

meta-analysis contrasts (figure 2b (white outline)).
(d) Additional analyses
(i) Baseline control
A follow-up analysis was conducted to confirm that results

are not due to differences in the types of control stimuli

and tasks used in studies contributing to meta-analyses.

This was done by removing from the passive listening

(§2b(ii)) and speech, phonology, syntax and semantics

(§2b(iii)) searches all contrasts with control and comparison

stimuli and tasks that were not a direct comparison with fix-

ation or rest. Despite a large reduction in power compared

with the original analysis, results were similar to those

in figure 2a, showing that more meaningful stimuli and

tasks result in less PST and PVF region activity. The largest

cluster of activity more active for less meaningful stimuli

and tasks encompassed all left hemisphere PST regions

(9168 mm3, x/y/z centre of mass ¼ 253/237/17). The

second largest cluster included activity in the right PST

regions, specifically in the TTG and PT (2480 mm3, x/y/z

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 3. Per cent overlap of meta-analysis with SP. (See figure 1a for
location of the PST and PVF regions. PST and PVF overlaps were calculated
using grey matter only. See table 2a,c for definitions of less and more
meaningful stimuli and tasks.)

whole brain
PST and PVF
regions

meta-analyses overt covert overt covert

TTG co-activity

network

55 71 30 58

less meaningful

stimuli and tasks

35 43 36 54

more meaningful

stimuli and tasks

7 8 12 8
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centre of mass ¼ 45/220/21). Other clusters larger than

800 mm3 (i.e. 100 voxels), in order of size, were in the left cer-

ebellum, left superior parietal, left PVF regions (specifically,

the VPS, VPG and CS) and right cerebellum.

(ii) Deactivations
Analyses have been based on relative changes in activation.

Decreases in activity from baseline may be driven by a

decrease in neuronal activity and corresponding energy con-

sumption (perhaps involving reallocation of resources and/

or inhibition, see [56] for discussion). If true, more meaning-

ful stimuli and tasks might deactivate AC. To test this

hypothesis, BrainMap was searched for the common criteria

as usual, but with deactivation instead of activation. Because

of the relative lack of reported deactivations in the BrainMap

database (e.g. only 7% of all locations reported for the behav-

ioural domain of language), specific search criteria combined

experiments in which participants were presented words

with those from the behavioural domain of language syntax

and semantics. Conversely, non-word searches (either

clicks, noise, pseudo-words, reversed speech, syllables or

tones) were combined with speech and phonology. Further-

more, studies were restricted to the auditory modality alone

because visual stimuli can lead to cross-modal decreases in

activity in AC [57] and experiments without oral/facial

movements because of possible suppression of AC during

SP [58]. The ALE meta-analysis for more meaningful stimuli

and tasks shows deactivation in PST and PVF regions bilater-

ally (figure 2b (blue outline)). Despite lacking statistical

power, the direct contrast of meaningful with less meaningful

meta-analyses shows larger deactivation in the right TTG for

more meaningful stimuli and tasks (figure 2b (blue shading),

1328 mm3, x/y/z centre of mass ¼ 48/219/12).

(e) Summary of meta-analysis results
Two sets of meta-analyses confirmed predictions (i) and (ii).

Concerning prediction (i), AC, particularly the PST regions, is

less activated by more meaningful and predictive compared

with less meaningful stimuli and tasks. Specifically, analysis

1 (§2b(i)) showed that the TTG is less activated by language

and meaningful linguistic stimuli than non-language and

less meaningful stimuli. The combined results of contrasts

from analysis 2 (§2b(ii)) and 3 (§2b(iii)) show that less
meaningful compared to more meaningful stimuli and tasks

result in more activity in primarily PST and PVF regions

(figure 2a (all colours), compare tables 1a, b and 2a). The var-

ious contrasts overlapped most in the PT, VPS and VPG

(figure 2a (blue)). Other prominent regions showing more

activity for less meaningful stimuli and tasks include the

inferior parietal lobules (IPLs), anterior insula, SMA, basal

ganglia (i.e. the caudate and putamen) and cerebellum. Con-

versely, activity associated with relatively more meaningful

stimuli and tasks have a different distribution of activity, enga-

ging PST and PVF regions less and the anterior ST, middle

temporal and pre-frontal regions more (figure 2b (red) and

table 2c). Concerning prediction (ii), as already suggested by

prediction (i) results, more activity in PST regions for less mean-

ingful content occurred concomitantly with more activity in

PVF regions also involved in SP. Specifically, there was a

high amount of overlap of both the TTG co-activation network

and activation associated with less meaningful stimuli and

tasks with activation associated with both overt and covert

SP, particularly in PST and PVF regions but also the IPL,

anterior insula, SMA, basal ganglia and cerebellum

(§2c; figure 2c; tables 1c–e, 2d and 3). Additional analysis

(§2d) ruled out some alternative explanations concerning pre-
diction (i) and (ii) results and lent further support by

showing that more meaningful stimuli and tasks can also

deactivate PST regions.
3. Experiment
‘Meaningfulness’ is only a proxy for the predictable infor-

mation available in meta-analyses stimuli and tasks.

Furthermore, the context associated with meta-analyses

stimuli was relatively impoverished, reflecting the propen-

sity of neuroimaging studies to use smaller and isolated

unimodal (and hypothetical) linguistic units of analysis as

stimuli [16]. That is, context would have primarily come

from other sounds, phonemes, syllables or letters within

words and, less frequently, from other words. Far more multi-

modal forms of context would be available for the brain to

generate and test hypotheses with during natural language

use. For these reasons, an experiment was conducted that

directly manipulated context to provide support for the pos-

ition that it is the predictive aspect of the context driving

meta-analyses results. Furthermore, the experiment extends

results beyond the mostly local unimodal linguistic context

available in meta-analyses experiments to include an example

of visual non-verbal context.

Specifically, sentence stimuli were made containing

observable co-speech gestures (henceforth, gestures). Gestures

are a common form of non-verbal context, involving observa-

ble movements of the hands and arms that are synchronized

and co-expressive with speech [59]. Gestures benefit communi-

cation [60] and this is likely because they provide meaningful

information albeit in a different (more global and visible) form

from speech [61]. By one estimation, this semantic information

precedes the words those gestures are co-expressive with

(henceforth, lexical affiliates) by up to 250 ms with a large

standard deviation of almost 500 ms [62] (see also [63]). We

argued that this temporal asynchrony allows gestures to be

used by the brain to predict associated lexical affiliates [17],

a proposal supported by data showing that gestures can

prime subsequent words and concepts [64–68].

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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The gestures in the experimental sentences provide preced-

ing visual iconic (illustrating) semantic information about

lexical affiliates following those gestures. They should, there-

fore, have the effect of making the lexical affiliate more

predictable from context in the same way that preceding pho-

nemes in more meaningful meta-analyses words, for example,

would have made the ends of words more predictable when

compared with less meaningful pseudo-words. Specifically,

when these gestures are observable, there is more contextual

information with which to formulate and test hypotheses

about upcoming lexical affiliates. This results in metabolic sav-

ings at the time of that word because it has been accurately

predicted, there is no error signal and no further hypotheses

need to be formed and tested. Thus, like meta-analyses results,

the PST and PVF regions were hypothesized to be less active

when lexical affiliates were preceded by gestures compared

with when not accompanied by those gestures. Conversely,

the same words without preceding gestures should result in

increased activity in PST and PVF regions also involved in

SP because the hypothesis-and-test mechanism will need to

be engaged at that time to use local linguistic context to process

those words.

High-density electroencephalography (EEG) neuroima-

ging was used to test this hypothesis because of the precise

temporal accuracy required to time lock results to the lexical

affiliate within a sentence. That is, responses to a word in a

sentence could likely not be deconvolved from the hemody-

namic response associated with methods with good spatial

resolution like fMRI without constructing unnaturally tem-

porally jittered gestures and lexical affiliates [69]. Besides,

EEG has decent spatial resolution when source localization

is done with a good head model (sources are often within

10 mm of fMRI peaks, e.g. [70]).

(a) Methods
(i) Participants
Forty-two (21 female, mean age¼ 21.13, mean Oldfield hand-

edness score [71] ¼ 73.94) native English speakers with normal

or corrected vision and hearing participated. Participants gave

written informed consent and the study was approved by the

Institutional Review Board of Hamilton College.

(ii) Stimuli and task
Stimuli were 168 randomly presented video clips (mean

length¼ 4422 ms). There were 56 iconic gesture, 28 filler ges-

ture, 56 iconic no-gesture and 28 filler no-gesture clips. Each

video faded in and out for 500 ms. The actress wore plain

black clothing and videos were recorded so that her body

above the neck and below the waist were not visible (figure 3a).

Iconic gesture clips were constructed so that the gestures

visually enacted actions associated with lexical affiliates that

followed. Examples include typing motions for the lexical

affiliate ‘type’ in ‘I type the poem’ or running as portrayed

by alternating index and middle finger movements for the

lexical affiliate ‘flee’ in ‘I flee the house’. On average, iconic

gestures began 713 ms after the start of the clip and the prep-

aration phase of the gesture lasted 392 ms. The meaningful

aspect of the gestures (i.e. containing the iconic information),

measured from the end of preparation phase, began on aver-

age 444 ms before the start of the audio. The lexical affiliate

began on average 183 ms following the start of the audio.

Therefore, 627 ms of meaningful information was available
in the iconic gestures before the lexical affiliate associated

with those gestures occurred.

Gestures in filler gesture clips were not as constrained nor

as iconic as the gestures in the iconic gesture clips (e.g. a hand

being raised skyward for ‘I judge the match’). Filler clips were

used to conceal the focus of the experiment on the more

meaningful/predictive information in the iconic gestures

and were not analysed. The iconic no-gesture and filler no-

gesture conditions were created by removing the video

from the gesture clips and replacing them with still images

of the actress with her arms at her sides. All stimuli were sep-

arated by a 100–200 ms randomly varying inter-stimulus

interval (ISI). Participants passively viewed stimuli on a

14 inch monitor that was about 2–3 feet in front of them.

Clips were presented at fixation at half the screen size to pre-

vent head movements and saccades. Blinks and saccades

were tracked with an eye tracker.

(iii) Preprocessing
EEG was collected from 256-channels at a sampling rate of

250 Hz (Electrical Geodesics, Inc., http://www.egi.com/).

All preprocessing, source localization and data analyses were

done with Brainstorm software unless otherwise noted

(http://neuroimage.usc.edu/brainstorm) [72]. Ocular artefacts

were removed using signal-space projection [73,74] and bad

channels were removed. The resulting data were bandpass fil-

tered from 1 to 100 Hz. The data were average re-referenced.

Trials were segmented from the start of the lexical affiliate to

the end of the audio. Those trials with a peak-to-peak ampli-

tude of more than 150 mV were discarded and all remaining

trials were averaged. One-hundred milliseconds of the ISI

after each trial was used to compute the noise covariance for

source localization. The trials were also z-score normalized

by the level of noise calculated over the same 100 ms time

period. Finally, source localization used the OpenMEEG

BEM forward model [75] with the N27 template anatomy

and sLORETA inverse model [76] with depth weighting.

(iv) Group analysis
Paired t-tests were used to compare the lexical affiliate for the

iconic gesture and no-gesture conditions. t-tests were done

in each voxel at each time point from the start of lexical affili-

ate to the end of the audio. Each whole brain image at each

timepoint was FDR corrected for multiple comparisons to

p ¼ 0.05. A cluster size threshold of 20 voxels was used

to further protect against false positives.

(b) Results
Paired t-tests show a time window of more statistically signifi-

cant activity for the no-gesture condition compared with the

gesture condition. Specifically, the no-gesture condition pro-

duced significantly more activity from 148 to 176 ms and at

184 ms following onset of the lexical affiliate visually described

by the gestures. There was no significantly different activity

between conditions at 180 ms. Greater no-gesture activity in

this time window, though variable in location, was fairly con-

sistently localized to the PST and PVF regions (figure 3b (red)).

There were no regions that were significantly more active for

the gesture compared with the no-gesture condition, perhaps

reflecting the conservative corrected statistical threshold

used. Indeed, the mean activity over the temporal window

from the onset of the lexical affiliate to 184 ms shows that

http://www.egi.com/
http://www.egi.com/
http://neuroimage.usc.edu/brainstorm
http://neuroimage.usc.edu/brainstorm
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Figure 3. Comparison of lexical affiliates in sentences when preceded by iconic co-speech gestures that visually described those words (blue) and when not
preceded by those gestures (red). (a) Example frames from ‘I type the poem’ for the no-gesture (top/red) and gesture video clips (bottom/blue). The latter
was constructed to show hand and arm motion from the start of the sentence to the end of the lexical affiliate visually described by the gesture (‘type’).
(b) Beginning 148 ms after the onset of the lexical affiliate and progressing in 4 ms steps to 184 ms, brain images show significant no-gesture . iconic gesture
activity. The inset at 164 ms magnifies the primary AC and PST regions (figure 1a). Brain images at 180 ms are not shown because there were no significant
differences. All p’s � 0.05 FDR corrected for multiple comparisons with a cluster size of 20 voxels. (c) Brain images show the mean of activity from the onset
of the lexical affiliates to 184 ms illustrating more overall activity for the no-gesture condition. Time series below those images are the averaged bilateral primary
AC (TTG) response for that time period and the horizontal lines are the means of those time series.
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there are regions that trend towards being consistently more

active for the gesture condition. These include, most promi-

nently, regions dorsal to the PVF regions, pre-frontal and

visual cortices (figure 3c (blue)).
4. Discussion
Counterintuitively and contrary to the opinion of most

neuroscientists that AC should be more activated by mean-

ingful linguistic stimuli (see the electronic supplementary
material, §3), results show that primary AC (i.e. the transverse

temporal gyrus, TTG) and other PST regions are strikingly less
engaged by more meaningful linguistic compared with less

meaningful stimuli and tasks. Increased PST engagement by

these less meaningful stimuli and tasks co-occurred with

more activity in PVF regions and other regions also involved

in SP. Less activity for meaningful linguistic and more activity

for less meaningful stimuli and tasks in PST and PVF regions

are driven by the presence or relative absence of predictive

verbal and non-verbal context, respectively. In the following,

a detailed summary of the results is given and alternative
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explanations discussed (§4a). After, results are discussed in

relation to the model of the natural organization of language

and the brain described in the introduction (§4b). Finally,

more general implications of the results are suggested (§4c).
lsocietypublishing.org
Phil.Trans.R.Soc.B
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(a) Summary
The first set of neuroimaging meta-analyses showed that AC

was more engaged by a large heterogeneous array of less

semantically meaningful stimuli and tasks, i.e. when less pre-

dictive context was available (§2b). To review, when it was

active, primary AC was engaged by auditory stimuli as much

as it was by stimuli from other sensory modalities and demon-

strated a strong proclivity to be activated more in studies that

are in something other than the more meaningful behavioural

domain of language. Indeed, more than 3/5 of the studies

that reported primary AC activity did not use meaningful lin-

guistic stimuli (§2b(i)). When the constraint that activity

locations be in primary AC was removed and search criteria

narrowed to include only experimental situations that some-

what resembled everyday language use (in that participants

only passively listened and did not perform meta-linguistic

tasks), PST regions (including primary AC) were more strongly

engaged by less meaningful sounds compared with words

(§2b(ii)). Furthermore, these regions (along with PVF regions)

formed a network during passive listening that was overwhel-

mingly more correlated with less, e.g. non-vocal, compared

with more meaningful sounds. Word stimuli were correlated

with this passive listening network as much as no stimulus pres-
entation at all (§2b(ii)). Finally, criteria that stimuli be auditory or

that participants not be engaged in meta-linguistic tasks were

relaxed and the search criteria expanded to include any studies

in the behavioural domain of language and speech, phonology,

syntax or semantics. PST regions were again more engaged by

experiments described as being in the less (speech and phonol-

ogy) than more (syntax or semantics) meaningful behavioural

domains (§2b(iii)). Finally, in addition to being relatively less

activated, PST regions were sometimes deactivated by more

meaningful linguistic stimuli and tasks (§2d(ii)).

The SP meta-analyses results were striking in the see-

mingly obligatory degree to which brain regions involved in

SP were activated with AC when it was engaged by less mean-

ingful stimuli and tasks, i.e. when less predictive context was

available (§2c). These regions included not only PVF regions

but also other ‘core’ SP regions like the anterior insula, SMA,

basal ganglia and cerebellum [27,28]. Specifically, when

activity locations in the primary AC were reported, they

were co-activated, i.e. they formed a network with regions

that greatly overlapped with both overt and covert SP. For

example, there was a 71% overlap of primary AC co-activity

with covert SP across the whole brain. Consistent with other

studies [54,55], covert production tasks rule out the possibility

that overlap in AC can simply be accounted for by participants

hearing their own vocalizations. The intrinsic connectivity net-

work analysis for passive listening (strongly driven by less

meaningful stimuli) also showed that primary AC and other

PST regions form a functional network with PVF regions

(§2b(ii)). Similarly, for contrast analyses, passively listening to

less meaningful sounds . words and studies in the behaviour-

al domain of speech or phonology . syntax or semantics

overlapped more with overt and covert SP compared with

much less overlap for the converse more meaningful contrasts.

Across all analyses, depending on the comparison made, less
meaningful stimuli and tasks resulted in three to nine

(mean ¼ 6) times more activity overlap with SP than more

meaningful stimuli and tasks (table 3).

It might be argued that results of the meta-analyses can

be accounted for by some systematic difference across studies

in stimuli or tasks that reflect something other than meaning-

fulness or predictability. This seems unlikely because such

differences are typically ‘subtracted out’ and are, therefore,

not likely to contribute to activation patterns. Indeed, it

would be difficult to publish an experiment in which stimuli

are simply compared to a resting baseline or not ‘matched’ in

some way (e.g. speech versus revered speech) or in which

‘higher level’ stimuli/control tasks do not account for levels

of attention, task difficulty or other differences. Furthermore,

some of the meta-analyses themselves suggest that results are

not due to systematic differences in stimuli or tasks. The pas-

sive listening meta-analysis held stimuli (auditorily presented

sounds) and task (i.e. listening) constant throughout and pro-

duced similar and overlapping results with task-driven meta-

analyses that use a large variety of stimuli and tasks. Similarly,

results do not change when meta-analyses that are limited to

contrasts with a resting baseline are directly compared,

suggesting that results are not due to the comparison

conditions themselves.

An experiment directly manipulating context was con-

ducted to provide support for the hypothesis that it was the

added predictive context in more meaningful stimuli and

tasks driving meta-analyses results (§3). Furthermore, the

experiment extended results to serve as an example of the use

of multimodal non-verbal context by the brain. Specifically,

when iconic co-speech gestures that visually described forth-

coming lexical affiliates were observed by participants, there

was decrease in AC activity when those lexical affiliates

occurred compared with the same words when not preceded

by gestures. That is, when gestures were not observed by partici-

pants, there was an increase in PST activity for words compared

with when those words were preceded by gestures. This

increase in PST activity for lexical affiliates not preceded by ges-

ture was accompanied by a large increase in activity in PVF

regions that were also active in the SP meta-analyses.

(b) The natural organization of language and the brain
model

The NOLB model described in §1b can account for meta-

analyses and experimental results. According to this model,

the brain uses context available in naturalistic or real-world

conditions to form and test hypotheses, i.e. make predictions

about the identity of forthcoming speech sounds. When pre-

dictions originating from PVF–SP regions are accurate, no

error signal is generated in AC and no more or, at least,

less processing is required. There was more linguistic context

to derive predictions from in the more meaningful meta-ana-

lyses (e.g. phonemes in words versus pseudo-words) and

more non-linguistic context to derive predictions from in

the experiment (i.e. words preceded by versus not preceded

by gestures that describe those words). More accurate predic-

tions could be generated from these verbal and non-verbal

types of context, resulting in less error signal and, therefore,

less metabolic expenditure in PST, PVF–SP and other regions.

Conversely, less accurate predictions would be generated in

the absence of those forms of context, resulting in more net-

work interactions between PST, PVF–SP and other regions
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and, therefore, more metabolic expenditure (see [77,78] for a

network analysis of discourse with and without co-speech

gestures). In 4b(i)(ii), results suggesting that the process of

predicting reuse regions involved in SP and that the result

is a metabolic saving are expanded upon with respect to

the NOLB model.
 ypublishing.org
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(i) Speech production regions
There has been a resurgence of research and theory pertain-

ing to ‘the predictive brain’ [79]. One review suggests that

predictions can come from most regions of the brain [80].

This begs the question as to why in the present results, the

active hypothesis-and-test mechanism seems to so strongly

rely on a network of regions supporting SP, including PVF

regions, the anterior insula, basal ganglia, SMA and cerebel-

lum. Before speculating as to why, it should be noted that this

does not imply that predictions are not also generated in

other regions of the brain. It should also be noted that the

possibility exists that, though SP regions are active, this

activity could have nothing to do with the role of those

regions in SP. That is, it may be that the computations

being performed are unrelated to the computations support-

ing SP. That caveat aside, there are quite a few reasons why

the NOLB model hypothesis-and-test mechanism might ‘neu-

rally re-use’ [25] brain regions supporting SP ([16,17], see also

[81]). The most obvious is that speech perception and pro-

duction both act upon the same auditory objects. Why

institute a new set of regions to perform computations for

speech perception that are already being performed on

those objects during production?

One computation already implemented in production

that can be re-used in the process of speech perception is

‘selection’. The SMA has been suggested to play a role in

the selection of competing lexical items during SP [82,83].

Thus, this region would seem to be a good candidate for

selecting among the various competing auditory objects

that would be activated by the association of context and

related auditory objects. A second reusable computation is

prediction. As discussed (§1b(ii)), there is a predictive mech-

anism already in place in SP, involving PVF regions, for

adjusting vocalizations in real time based on efference copy

to AC [84–88]. This feedback causes a reduction in AC

activity, corresponding to an increase in sensitivity for

vocal feedback [31] that is quite specific [88–90]. Re-using

this mechanism constitutes a method by which a selected

hypothesized auditory object can be pre-activated in AC

and provide a constraint on the interpretation of acoustic pat-

terns. A third re-usable computation is sequencing. Language

evolves temporally and, therefore, it would seem that these

predictions need a way to be kept active (possibly involving

articulatory mechanisms, e.g. [91]) and sequenced to at least

partially correspond in time with (forthcoming) associated

acoustic patterns. The basal ganglia and SMA have been par-

ticularly implicated in sequencing during both speech

perception and production [92–95], as has the cerebellum

[96]. These regions might provide a mechanism for a selected

hypothesis to be scheduled for prediction.

There is also a more general argument to be made for why

SP regions would be re-used in real-world language use.

Specifically, humans have agreed on a set of shared labels,

i.e. words for a variety of experiences of the world. These

experiences are more variable than (the categorical) words
we use to describe those experiences [97]. For example, the

sight of a four-legged creature with a tail, the sound of

‘meow’ and feeling of fur are all related to the word ‘cat’.

A purely associative process between those (non-linguistic)

experiences and related (linguistic) auditory objects would

lead to the pre-activation of a fairly unconstrained portion of

AC (corresponding to the semantic neighbourhood of ‘cat’).

By contrast, being able to re-use existing abilities of the SP

system to select, sequence and activate corresponding auditory

objects predictively could lead to the specific pre-activation of

/k/ or ‘cat’ in AC and constrain interpretation of auditory pat-

terns in a less variable way. In summary, there are a set of

computations, i.e. selection, prediction and sequencing, that

are likely computed during SP, which could be re-used

during speech perception. This would help constrain the pro-

blem of the non-deterministic mapping between what arrives

in AC and what we hear.
(ii) Metabolic savings
Results suggest that context is used to generate predictions and

that this process ultimately results in a decrease in metabolic

expenditure both in terms of relative activation and, possibly,

deactivation (see [98–100] for other examples of language- and

auditory-related deactivation). These metabolic savings may

be an underestimation when considering that speech encoun-

tered during everyday language use co-occurs with far more

context with which to make predictions. For example,

co-speech gestures were available in the experiment but most

common forms of natural context, e.g. a larger discourse con-

text and observable speech-associated mouth movements,

were absent. Nonetheless, the mean of activity associated

with the lexical affiliates of the gestures suggests that most of

the brain is less active on average compared with when even

this minimal context is missing (figure 3c). Thus, the predictive

mechanism supported by the results, though seemingly

expensive to implement, would ultimately conserve a great

deal of metabolic resources out in the real world. It is an

open question as to whether these savings are more than the

metabolic demands required to implement the active mechan-

ism or that might be required by a more feed-forward model

that does not actively use context. This latter point is some-

what irrelevant, however, as the active hypothesis-and-test

mechanism is argued to be necessary for speech perception to

occur to achieve perceptual constancy (§1b(i), see also

[101,102]) and may also be necessary for conversations to

occur as they do. That is, it would be hard to explain the

median 120 ms gap between conversational turns [103] with

something other than an active/predictive model [104].

A reduction in activity like that seen here is not without

precedence. For example, when there has been a theoretical

motivation to examine less meaningful sounds, AC activity

has been reported to be more active for less meaningful

sounds than speech [105–107]. Otherwise, the bulk of the sup-

porting data requires that one reinterpret other findings. In

particular, there are several ubiquitous effects that are contin-

gent on repeated and surprising stimulus presentations that

Friston and co-workers have suggested be re-characterized

in a predictive coding (free-energy) framework, including

repetition suppression (RS) and the mismatch negativity

(MMN) [108]. In the RS case, stimuli are more predictable

because they are repeating and this leads to less prediction

error and, therefore, less AC activity [108–111]. In the MMN
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case, repeating stimuli similarly lead to less AC activity and the

surprising event, because it is not predictable, results in a large

prediction error in AC and, therefore, more activity relative to

the repeating event [108,112,113].

There is also quite a bit of electrophysiology work consist-

ent with the present results. The MMN has been likened to

findings in the cat, in which AC response is increased to

rarely presented sounds compared with the same sounds

when commonly presented [114]. In summarizing this and

other work, the author says that ‘A1 neurons are exquisitely

suitable for novelty detection and for change detection . . . the

unique function of A1 is not in feature detection’ [115,

p. VII]. Related conclusions have been drawn from findings

in other animals. For example, using Fos imaging, 1.4 times

more neurons were labelled by novel compared with familiar

sounds in rat AC [116]. In the bird, at least some parts of AC

encode ‘surprise’ and not sound intensity variations. For

example, AC fires more during an unexpected silence and the

AC response when played random noise is as if the birds

‘were expecting conspecific song, finding the inconsistencies

between birdsong and noise surprising’ [117].

(c) Implications
Collectively, these results serve as a cautionary tale with

regard to thinking about hearing and AC functioning from

our phenomenological experience and folk psychological

beliefs about the brain. That is, the results lead to quite differ-

ent and unintuitive answers to the questions of what we hear

and what AC does with speech from those hypothetically

given at the outset of the introduction. Specifically, rather

than ‘sounds’, results suggest that what we hear is mostly

internally generated and in the form of ‘unconscious infer-

ences’ about the identity of upcoming sound patterns. These

inferences or hypotheses derive from the association of context

in our linguistic environment with our internal knowledge of

the world. That knowledge ultimately takes the form of predic-

tions from motor regions involved in SP and, therefore, the

‘sounds’ we hear are in some large part actually ‘echoes

of the spoken past’. The role of AC is to confirm or deny

those predictions based on impoverished evidence from the

auditory world. AC, therefore, is often the end rather than

the beginning of a processing hierarchy leading to language

comprehension. This characterization is more consistent with

data reviewed in the Introduction suggesting that AC is an

‘auditory object’ processor characterized by a great many feed-

back connections from other cortical regions.
Results also imply that we must begin to take context more

seriously and acknowledge that hearing speech is deeply mul-

timodal and that any strong separation between ‘verbal’ and

‘non-verbal’ is a false distinction. This is because any form of

context can be used, through associative processes, to generate

and test hypotheses about the nature of auditory information

through prediction. Thus, external visual, somatosensory and

olfactory context and internal context can all ultimately be

associated with auditory objects (or vice versa). Thus, for

example, participants in the co-speech gesture experiment

were really ‘hearing’ the visual non-verbal gestures in some

way because those movements were mapped onto related

words and used to predict corresponding acoustic objects in

AC. Perhaps AC did not demonstrate a strong preference for

any one sensory modality in the analyses done in this manu-

script (§2b(i)) because it is activated in a mostly feedback

manner, potentially originating from any number of other

sensory modalities associated with available context.

Finally, results suggest that we take more seriously the

proposal that hearing is an active or constructive process pri-

marily characterized by, if anything, feedback in the brain.

This has strong implications for how we think about the

role of AC in disorders of language. Consistent with an

active feedback model, it has been shown that it is auditory

efferent connections, e.g. from the planum temporale to the

TTG, that determine how severe speech processing deficits

are following stroke [118,119]. Likewise, both the auditory

hallucinations accompanying schizophrenia [87,120–122]

and stuttering [27] have been associated with disorders of

efference copy from frontal SP regions to AC. Similarly, AC

processing deficits in autism [123] might well be associated

with poor long-range connectivity from frontal SP to AC

regions [124]. Re-conceptualizing speech perception and the

role of AC in hearing speech as an active (mostly) feedback

process that is reliant on context might help us gain some

traction in understanding these disorders.
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